PRL gene expression in individual living mammotropes displays distinct functional pulses that oscillate in a noncircadian temporal pattern.
PRL gene expression in the anterior pituitary has been the focus of intensive investigation for many years, but very little information is available on the actual dynamics by which this process occurs in individual mammotrope cells. Here, we used single cell bioluminescent imaging microscopy and a recently refined reporter gene strategy to measure PRL promoter-driven gene expression (PRL-GE) in individual living primary mammotropes. Using this approach we report a new phenomenon involving repetitive on/off gene expression bursts that occurred in a distinctly noncircadian oscillatory pattern. Furthermore, we demonstrate a functional basis for these gene expression oscillations, inasmuch as PRL-GE pulses were sensitive to calcium-dependent modulation, which we show arose exclusively as changes in the shape of individual pulse episodes. Our results provide the first clear evidence that PRL-GE, in its homologous cell environment, displays oscillatory bursts of activity. Moreover, they strongly support the idea that these discrete on/off bursts of activity serve as an important determinant of the timing and level of PRL-GE under both basal and stimulated conditions.